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Wi-Spy 900x Spectrum Analyzer for 900MHz Frequency Analysis
Are you a WISP? Using Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) on 900MHz? Otherwise interested in the
900MHz spectrum? Order a Wi-Spy 900x and see what's happening in your frequency!
July 8, 2009 - PRLog -- The Wi-Spy 900x is the world’s FIRST USB-based spectrum analyzer for the 868
and 915 MHz bands. Portable and affordable, at only $229, the Wi-Spy 900x is designed to scan and
display all radio activity in the 900 MHz spectrum. Combined with Chanalyzer 3.3, this tool will help you
get to the bottom of your interference issues and quickly set you on the path to fixing them. This software
can graphically display which channels to use and which ones to avoid by obtaining real-time radio data,
recording for future analysis and by identifying interfering devices.
"Over the years we've fielded many, many requests to bring the ease-of-use and power of Wi-Spy to the
heavily overcrowded 900 MHz band," said MetaGeek's Chief Geek, Ryan Woodings. "I.T. professionals
across various fields ranging from logistics to manufacturing to warehousing to procurement need a tool
that can help them optimize their 900 MHz networks in order to save time and money. And that's exactly
what Wi-Spy 900x will help them achieve."
The bottom line is, Wi-Spy 900x allows users to achieve professional wireless environment troubleshooting
without the professional price.
###
About Futura GTS
Based in Winnipeg, Manitoba Canada, Futura GTS is a family owned and operated Value Added Reseller
that strives to provide reliable and cost effective computing solutions. With customers ranging from SOHO
to Enterprise, Futura appreciates the value of products like the Wi-Spy spectrum analyzers that allow
technicians to troubleshoot wireless network issues quickly and easily. For more information, visit
http://www.wi-spy.ca and http://www.futuragts.com.
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